Real-Time Nonlocal Means-Based Despeckling.
In this paper, we propose a multiscale nonlocal means-based despeckling method for medical ultrasound. The multiscale approach leads to large computational savings and improves despeckling results over single-scale iterative approaches. We present two variants of the method. The first, denoted multiscale nonlocal means (MNLM), yields uniform robust filtering of speckle both in structured and homogeneous regions. The second, denoted unnormalized MNLM (UMNLM), is more conservative in regions of structure assuring minimal disruption of salient image details. Due to the popularity of anisotropic diffusion-based methods in the despeckling literature, we review the connection between anisotropic diffusion and iterative variants of NLM. These iterative variants in turn relate to our multiscale variant. As part of our evaluation, we conduct a simulation study making use of ground truth phantoms generated from clinical B-mode ultrasound images. We evaluate our method against a set of popular methods from the despeckling literature on both fine and coarse speckle noise. In terms of computational efficiency, our method outperforms the other considered methods. Quantitatively on simulations and on a tissue-mimicking phantom, our method is found to be competitive with the state-of-the-art. On clinical B-mode images, our method is found to effectively smooth speckle while preserving low-contrast and highly localized salient image detail.